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Many concurrent programs assign priorities to threads to improve responsiveness. When used in conjunction with synchronization mechanisms such as mutexes and condition variables, however, priorities can lead to priority inversions, in which high-priority threads are delayed by low-priority ones. Priority inversions in the use of mutexes are easily handled using dynamic techniques such as priority inheritance, but priority inversions in the use of condition variables are not well-studied and dynamic techniques are not suitable.

In this work, we use a combination of static and dynamic techniques to prevent priority inversion in code that uses mutexes and condition variables. A type system ensures that condition variables are used safely, even while dynamic techniques change thread priorities at runtime to eliminate priority inversions in the use of mutexes. We prove the soundness of our system, using a model of priority inversions based on cost models for parallel programs. To show that the type system is practical to implement, we encode it within the type systems of Rust and C++, and show that the restrictions are not overly burdensome by writing sizeable case studies using these encodings, including porting the Memcached object server to use our C++ implementation.
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1 INTRODUCTION

For decades, software applications have used concurrency to perform tasks simultaneously on multiple threads. In many such applications, particularly those that interact with a user or the outside environment, different tasks have different resource and latency requirements. For example, in an email client, an event loop processing user input must run frequently to ensure responsiveness of the user interface, but a background thread that uses spare cycles to compress stored emails has no such requirement. Many systems for multithreading allow programmers to associate priorities
with threads, corresponding to these requirements: a highly latency-sensitive thread might run at high priority, while a less-sensitive background thread would run at low priority.

For almost as long as priorities have been used in concurrent programs, programmers and researchers have observed the problem of priority inversions. While many formulations of the problem exist with slight variations, the essence is this: a higher-priority thread finds itself waiting for a lower-priority thread to release some resource or establish some condition. In most cases, the wait will be brief and such bounded priority inversions are sometimes not considered harmful in themselves. However, if the lower-priority thread in this scenario is preempted by a long-running thread of intermediate priority, this could become an unbounded priority inversion, which can severely impact responsiveness or prevent the program from making progress entirely. As such, it is desirable to be able to detect and prevent priority inversions.

When priority inversions are caused by contention on simple synchronization primitives such as locks or mutexes, these can be fixed using dynamic mechanisms such as priority inheritance or priority ceiling [Sha et al. 1990], both of which temporarily raise the priority of the low-priority thread so it can run and release the resource. However, the problem of priority inversion is much less understood in the context of condition variables, a powerful and general synchronization mechanism that can be used to encode many other mechanisms such as semaphores and monitors [Hansen 1973, 1975; Hoare 1974]. Indeed, it is impossible to use dynamic techniques analogous to priority inheritance or priority ceiling to detect and prevent priority inversions caused by condition variables. To see why this is the case, consider a program consisting of a main thread $A$, which spawns threads $B$ and (some time later) $C$. If thread $B$ waits on a condition variable (an operation which blocks until another thread performs a corresponding signal operation), there is no way for the thread scheduler to know which thread will perform the signal operation: indeed, thread $C$ may not even have been spawned at the time of the "wait". Thus, it is not even possible to determine on the fly whether this blocking constitutes a priority inversion.

In this paper, we consider a static approach to the problem: our solution is a type system that soundly determines if a priority inversion might occur. This information can then be used either to reject programs with potential inversions, or as a warning to the programmer that a particular portion of the code might require additional reasoning and/or debugging to ensure that an inversion cannot occur. We study the type system in the context of an imperative calculus with static and dynamic semantics that handle both condition variables and locks, preventing priority inversions using a combination of static and dynamic techniques: we use the dynamic priority ceiling protocol for mutexes and static techniques for condition variables.

The type system statically associates a priority with each mutex and condition variable. For mutexes, this is the priority ceiling—the highest priority at which it might be acquired. For condition variables, it is a priority higher than (or equal to) threads that might wait on it and lower than (or equal to) threads that might signal it. For condition variables, the fact that such a priority exists implies that any signaling thread will be higher-priority than any waiting thread, which would appear to rule out priority inversions. This is not, however, sufficient: consider the three-thread scenario above where threads $B$ and $C$ are high-priority, but $A$ is low-priority: $B$ must wait for lower-priority thread $A$ to create thread $C$, which will signal and awake $B$. Both threads that use the condition variable are high-priority, but there is still a priority inversion. We prevent such inversions by adding a notion of ownership [Ahmed et al. 2007; Boyland 2003; Crary et al. 1999; Grossman et al. 2002; Smith et al. 2000] of condition variables and allowing code to promote, or raise the priority of, condition variables under certain conditions. In the above example, thread $A$ could only promote the condition variable to high priority, allowing thread $B$ to wait on it, after creating thread $C$, thus avoiding the priority inversion. The type system does not statically restrict the use of mutexes, other than to ensure that the annotated priority ceiling is correct, but does
ensure that the use of the priority ceiling protocol would not cause runtime type errors in code that mixes the use of mutexes and condition variables.

Proving that the type system is sound in detecting priority inversions requires a formal model of priority inversions that is rich enough to describe scenarios such as the three-thread priority inversion above. Formalisms such as that of Babaoğlu et al. [1993], which is based on relationships between threads at snapshots in time, cannot encode an inversion between a waiting thread and a not-yet-created signaling thread. Instead, we build on a recent line of work [Muller et al. 2017, 2018, 2020] that represents parallel programs with priorities as Directed Acyclic Graphs (DAGs) and shows that, if a DAG meets certain “well-formedness” conditions, the corresponding program can be scheduled efficiently by a simple scheduling principle that greedily observes priorities. This yields a definition of priority inversions in terms of the impact they have on performance: a priority inversion is any interaction among threads that delays high-priority threads due to low-priority ones, and we can be assured that no such delay occurs for well-formed DAGs. This prior work also considers type systems for preventing priority inversions, but for programs that only synchronize at the completion of threads; this is a much weaker model than that allowed by mutexes and condition variables. We extend the DAG model, well-formedness definitions, and scheduling proofs, to encode concurrent programs that use mutexes and condition variables, and show that any DAG arising from a well-typed program is well-formed and therefore free of priority inversions.

Despite its power, the type system we propose in this paper uses some well-established ideas, albeit in novel ways. Indeed, we are able to encode approximations of its restrictions (with some limitations) using advanced features of the C++ and Rust type systems. To show that the restrictions of the type system do not overly hinder productivity, we have used the encodings to develop sizable case study programs, including a large real-world interactive application, the Memcached object caching server [Mem 2009] (v1.5.13), which consists of about 20,100 lines of C code.

We begin with an overview of the key ideas through examples (Section 2), followed by a formal presentation of the type system (Section 3). In Section 4, we give an overview of the cost model we use to define priority inversions, as well as a dynamic semantics for the core calculus, including the priority ceiling protocol. We also describe how we use the cost model and dynamic semantics to prove that a well-typed program has no priority inversions. The full details of the cost model, semantics, and proof are available in the full version of the paper [Muller et al. 2023]. We then discuss the C++ and Rust implementations and case studies, discuss related work, and conclude.

2 OVERVIEW AND EXAMPLES

In this section, we present examples to illustrate priority inversions involving mutexes and condition variables (CVs), as well as an overview of our proposed approach.

2.1 Condition Variables

We consider CVs with three operations (in addition to the operation that constructs a new CV): wait, signal, and promote. The wait operation causes the calling thread to become blocked on the CV, and the signal operation resumes one thread that is currently blocked on the CV. The promote operation is discussed later in this section. The code in Figure 1 uses an asynchronous thread to run a function f and write its result into a reference result, after which it signals a condition variable cv to indicate the result is available. The main thread then does some other work and, when the result of the asynchronous computation is needed, waits on the CV.

---

1 We discuss later in the paper how a broadcast operation that resumes all blocked threads can be added as a straightforward extension.

2 This may be seen as an encoding of futures or promises, a popular mechanism for expressing parallelism.
void <Low>f(CV cv, int *result) {
    ...
    *result = ...;
    signal(cv);
}

void <High>main() {
    CV cv = new CV();
    int result = 0;
    spawn<Low>(f(CV, &result));
    ...
    wait(cv);
}

Fig. 1. An example priority inversion.

void <Low>f(CV<High> cv, int *result) {
    ...
    *result = ...;
    signal(cv);  // ill-typed
}

void <High>main() {
    CV<High> cv = new CV<High>();
    int result = 0;
    spawn<Low>(f(CV, &result));
    ...
    wait(cv);
}

Fig. 2. The priority inversion is now a type error.

Unfortunately, this code suffers from a priority inversion: the High-priority main thread waits on the Low-priority thread running f. It is impossible to detect this priority inversion statically using only priority annotations on threads as in prior work [Muller et al. 2020], because when wait is called, the type system does not know which thread will call signal. Instead, we assign a priority to the CV itself and restrict the use of CVs by threads. Initially, we require that:

1) To wait on a CV with priority \( u1D70C \), a thread’s priority must be less than or equal to \( u1D70C \), and
2) To signal a CV with priority \( u1D70C \), a thread’s priority must be greater than or equal to \( u1D70C \).

This transitively ensures that any signaling thread is higher-priority than any waiting thread. The two conditions above become the first two restrictions enforced by the type system we formalize in Section 3; we will add to this list as we consider more examples of priority inversions.

In Figure 2, we define the condition variable cv with priority High, because the main thread waits on it. Now, the priority inversion manifests as a type error, because the Low-priority thread executing f cannot signal a high-priority condition variable. Note that switching cv to Low priority would not fix this, because then the High-priority main would wait on a low-priority CV.

A subtle priority inversion. Much of the complexity of the typing restrictions comes from a particular pattern of priority inversion, which we illustrate with an instance of the classic “producer-consumer” pattern. Figure 3 shows the pseudocode, where the main thread runs at priority Low, and spawns a “producer” thread that places messages into a buffer, and a “consumer” that removes messages from the buffer and processes them. Both the producer and consumer run at priority High. If the consumer gets ahead of the producer and finds the buffer empty, we wish for it to sleep until the buffer is non-empty. To accomplish this, both threads also share a condition variable cv, which must have priority High because it is waited on by a high-priority thread. If the consumer finds the buffer empty, it waits on cv. The producer signals cv when it adds an element to the buffer, thus waking the consumer if it is blocked.

This code example satisfies conditions 1 and 2 governing the priorities of threads and condition variables: in the example, all relevant threads and condition variables are high priority. But, this code nevertheless contains a subtle priority inversion. Consider running the program by timesharing on a single processor. When the main thread spawns the consumer, it will immediately begin running (because it is high-priority), and will run until it finds the buffer empty and waits on cv. At this

\[3\]For simplicity and to highlight the novel aspects of our type system, we assume the buffer is unbounded, so the producer never needs to block. Our system can also represent the classic case where the producer blocks when the buffer is full.
void <High>prod(CV<High> cv, Buffer *buf) {
  while(true) {
    ...
    append(buf, x);
    signal(cv);
  }
}

void <High>cons(CV<High> cv, Buffer *buf) {
  while(true) {
    if empty(buffer) {
      wait(cv);
    }
    x = pop(buf);
    ...
  }
}

void <Low>main() {
  CV<High> cv = new CV();
  Buffer *buf;
  spawn<High>(cons(cv, buf));
  spawn<High>(prod(cv, buf)); // ill-typed
}

Fig. 3. Initial attempt at the producer-consumer program, which has a priority inversion (and a type error, in our full system).

void <High>prod(CV<Low> cv, Buffer *buf) {
  while(true) {
    ...
    append(buf, x);
    signal(cv);
  }
}

void <Low>main() {
  CV<Low> cv = new CV();
  Buffer *buf;
  spawn<High>(prod(cv, buf));
  CV<High> cv2 = promote<High>(cv);
  spawn<High>(cons(cv2, buf));
  spawn<High>(prod(cv, buf)); // Would now be ill-typed to spawn prod
}

Fig. 4. The producer-consumer example, without type errors or priority inversions.

point, the consumer, which is high-priority, is now waiting not for the high-priority producer, but for the low-priority main thread, which still needs to run to create the producer. In our time-shared system, this wait could become effectively unbounded if, for example, a long-running medium priority thread (not shown in the pseudocode) preempts the low-priority main thread.

The problem is that the low-priority main thread holds on to the high-priority cv. When this happens, it is possible for a thread waiting on the CV to be blocked via the low-priority holding thread. To prevent this, we add an additional restriction (which we will later restate more formally) governing the interactions between threads and condition variables:

(3) (Draft) If a thread has priority ρ, then it and its descendants may not signal any condition variable that has priority greater than ρ.

In the example of Figure 3, the spawn of the producer is ill-typed because the low-priority main thread attempts to pass a high-priority condition variable to a thread that intends to signal it (it will become clear later why the type error is on the spawn rather than the signal).

It would seem that we are now stuck: the priority of the condition variable must be high (because the high-priority consumer is waiting on it), but then it cannot be passed by the low-priority main thread. To make progress, we will allow threads to promote condition variables by assigning them a higher priority under certain conditions. Note that when a low-priority thread promotes a condition variable, it restricts its own power over that condition variable, e.g., it can no longer
signal it. Figure 4 shows how the main thread can promote the condition variable in the producer-consumer example. The condition variable now starts at low priority and is passed as such to the producer (this is acceptable, because the high-priority producer may signal a low-priority condition variable). After spawning the producer, the main thread promotes the condition variable to high priority. The promote operation returns a new handle cv2 to the same underlying condition variable as cv, but which is typed at priority High. This handle is passed to the consumer, which requires a CV at priority High. Note that the ordering of the spawns is important here: after promoting the condition variable to high priority, any spawn of a thread that signals the CV would be ill-typed due to restriction 3. This ensures that no producer thread can be spawned at this point, which prevents the priority inversion and type-checks.

The promote operation. Before discussing the full set of typing restrictions on the use and promotion of condition variables, we give a high-level summary of the restrictions on the condition variable API and common patterns for using it.

First, threads that signal a CV must be higher-priority than threads that wait on the CV. In many uses of CVs in our case studies, the same threads signal and wait on CVs at different times (e.g., the same thread might act as a producer and as a consumer at different times in a program). In this case, the type system will enforce that all threads that use the CV are at the same priority. There is also a pattern in which the signaling threads are at a strictly higher priority (e.g., a high-priority interaction thread in a server application sends logging messages to a low-priority background thread in a producer-consumer fashion).

The second point of concern is the order and conditions in which the threads that use a CV are spawned. This must be controlled to avoid the priority inversion of Figure 3, in which a low-priority thread spawns the consumer, which then blocks waiting for the producer to be spawned. If all of the threads that use the CV are at the same priority $\rho$ and all of these threads call both wait and signal, these threads should all be spawned by a thread at their priority or higher (a common mistake would be to spawn them all from the low-priority initial thread). One solution that doesn’t involve promotion is to spawn a temporary thread at priority $\rho$ (or higher) which spawns all of the threads that use the CV. If the users of the CV are split between high-priority “producers” and low-priority “consumers”, one can, as in Figure 4, construct the CV at a lower priority, spawn the producers, then promote the CV and spawn the consumers.

Typing restriction details. We now discuss the typing restrictions of the API at a more detailed level. A full understanding of these details is not necessary for most users of the condition variable API, but this discussion serves as a lead-in to the formal type system. Before proceeding, we must still discuss one additional important feature of promotion. Suppose that, in Figure 4, the producer thread instead ran at priority Low. This still obeys all restrictions discussed so far: the producer would signal a condition variable at its own priority, and the main thread would still have the ability to pass the condition variable to the producer. Of course, this code would have a priority inversion, as the high-priority consumer would be waiting on the low-priority producer. To prevent this, we further fortify our restrictions and disallow promoting a condition variable to a priority $\rho$ if any concurrently running thread may signal it at a priority lower than $\rho$.

To make this more formal, we equip condition variables with a notion of ownership (e.g., Ahmed et al. 2007; Boyland 2003; Crary et al. 1999; Grossman et al. 2002; Smith et al. 2000). Each thread has some level of ownership of a condition variable at every priority: conceptually, these levels are “none”, “owned”, and “shared.” It is an invariant that if one thread owns a condition variable at priority $\rho$, no other thread owns or shares it at $\rho$ (though another thread might own or share it at a different priority $\rho'$). Any number of threads can share a condition variable at a priority as long as no thread owns it at that priority. We can now re-state the restrictions governing condition variables and threads in terms of ownership (restriction 1 is unchanged):
Mutex mut;

void <Low> f() {
  with (mut) { ... }
}

void <High> g() {
  with (mut) { ... }
}

void <Medium> h() {
  while (1) { ... }
}

Fig. 5. A priority inversion with three threads and a mutex.

(1) To wait on a CV with priority \( \rho \), a thread’s priority must be less than or equal to \( \rho \), and
(2) To signal a CV with priority \( \rho \), a thread must own or share the CV at the thread’s priority.
(3) To pass any ownership of a CV at any priority to another thread, a thread must own or share
the CV at its own priority.
(4) No thread may own or share a CV at a priority lower than that CV’s priority.
(5) To promote a CV to a priority \( \rho \), a thread must own the CV at every priority lower than \( \rho \).

A number of important facts follow directly from these restrictions. First, these restrictions prevent
the hypothetical priority inversion described above: if the main thread promotes \( cv \) from Low to High, it must (by restriction 5) own \( cv \) at Low, which is impossible (by restriction 1 and the
definition of ownership) if the already-spawned low-priority producer signals it. Second, the restated
restriction 2, together with 4, implies the original restriction 2: If a thread has a priority lower than
that of the condition variable, it cannot own or share it at the thread priority and therefore cannot
signal it. Third, it is a direct result of restriction 4 that, after promoting a condition variable to
priority \( \rho \), the promoting thread must also give up ownership at all lower priorities. Finally, the
formal statement of restriction 3 implies the informal version from earlier because a thread cannot
own or share a higher-priority condition variable at the thread’s own (lower) priority, and therefore
cannot “hold onto” it in a meaningful way, i.e., pass it to other threads that might signal it.

2.2 Mutexes

Mutexes are used to enforce mutual exclusion in critical sections of code, that is, ensure that only
one thread runs a critical section at a time. The language we consider in this paper syntactically
wraps critical sections with the syntax `with v s`. If \( v \) is a mutex, this construct attempts to acquire
the mutex; if successful, it executes \( s \), ensuring that no other thread can acquire \( v \) during the execution
of \( s \). When completed, it releases the mutex. If the mutex referenced by \( v \) is already held by another
thread, the construct blocks until it can acquire the mutex and then proceeds to run \( s \). \(^4\)

The classic case of a priority inversion with mutexes is illustrated in Figure 5. Suppose the low
priority thread runs first and acquires the mutex \( mut \). The high priority thread then runs and
attempts to acquire \( mut \) but blocks. The medium thread then preempts the low priority thread and
prevents it from running for a long or indefinite period of time, thus delaying the high priority
thread, which is blocked on it. (Note that, under the definition we use in this paper, a priority
inversion would still be present even in the absence of the medium priority thread; without it,
however, the impact on latency would be bounded by the length of low’s critical section.)

We could, as we did with condition variables, add static restrictions on the use of mutexes to
prevent priority inversions. Such a restriction would require that any thread attempting to acquire
a given mutex \( mut \) have a single priority \( \rho_{mut} \) specific to that mutex (to see why this is necessary,
consider threads at two priorities A and B potentially contending on a mutex: if the lower-priority
thread is successful, the higher-priority thread is waiting for it and there is a priority inversion;

\(^4\)In many lower-level languages, this would be equivalent to `lock v; s; unlock v`. Our syntax ensures that locks and
unlocks are paired and that the mutex is always unlocked by the thread that locked it. The syntax also allows a type checker
to see the entire scope of a critical section, which will be important for our type system.
absent any static guarantees on which thread will succeed, A and B must be the same priority). This is not as heavy-handed a restriction as it may seem at first glance—a programmer could determine, for each mutex, the highest priority at which a thread might try to acquire it (often called the priority ceiling), and any critical sections would run at the priority ceiling for the mutex. This is similar to the approach suggested by Lampson and Redell [1980].

Most implementations, however, take one of a number of more efficient approaches to prevent priority inversions dynamically and we model one such approach in this paper. Like the solution proposed above, the approach we will refer to as the priority ceiling protocol associates with each mutex a priority ceiling, that is, the highest priority of a thread that might try to acquire it. This priority is specified at the time the mutex is created. A thread at a lower priority may acquire the mutex, but if a higher priority thread tries to acquire the mutex during a thread’s critical section, the thread is dynamically promoted to the priority ceiling for the remainder of its critical section, thus preventing any threads at intermediate priorities from delaying the high-priority thread.

Although we use dynamic techniques to handle priority inversions involving mutexes, the type system still comes into play in two ways. First, to ensure soundness, the type system enforces that the priority of the mutex is indeed its priority ceiling, that is, that every thread using the mutex is at a lower priority than the mutex’s priority. The second type system modification is necessary in order to properly handle code that uses both mutexes and condition variables, and we demonstrate its necessity by way of another example. Figure 6 shows a more realistic implementation of the producer-consumer code (this time with the producer higher-priority than the consumer) which uses the mutex mut both to guard queue operations, which may not be atomic, and ensure that the queue is still nonempty when the consumer calls pop (this is necessary if there are multiple consumers). Because the producer has priority High, the priority of mut must be High. However, this means that the consumer’s critical section, which ordinarily runs at Low, may be dynamically raised to High if the producer attempts to acquire the mutex during the critical section. If this occurs, the consumer may then call wait on the low-priority condition variable cv while running at high priority; this is a violation of type safety.

Fig. 6. A more realistic version of the producer-consumer problem with mutexes and condition variables.
\[
\begin{align*}
\rho & \in R = \text{Priorities} & a, b, c & \in \text{Threads} \\
\alpha & \in \text{ConditionVariables} & \beta & \in \text{Mutexes} & \eta := \alpha \mid \beta \\
\end{align*}
\]

**Types** 
\[
\begin{align*}
\tau & := \text{unit} \mid \text{nat} \mid \tau \text{ref} \mid \text{cv}[\alpha; \rho] \mid \text{mutex}[\rho] \\
\end{align*}
\]

**Values** 
\[
\begin{align*}
v & := x \mid \emptyset \mid \text{cv}[\alpha] \mid \text{mutex}[\beta] \mid \text{ref}[s] \\
\end{align*}
\]

**Instructions** 
\[
\begin{align*}
i & := v \mid \text{spawn}[\rho](s) \mid \text{ref}[\tau] v \!v \mid v := v \\
& \quad \mid \text{newcv}[\rho] \mid \text{wait} v \mid \text{signal} v \mid \text{promote} v \to \rho \mid \text{newmutex}[\rho] \\
\end{align*}
\]

**Statements** 
\[
\begin{align*}
s & := \text{let } x = i \text{ in } b \mid \text{with } v b \mid \text{if } v \text{ then } b \text{ else } b \mid \text{while } v b \mid s; s \mid \text{skip} \\
\end{align*}
\]

Fig. 7. Syntax of \(\lambda_s^4\)

In order to prevent the type safety violation described above, we require that every critical section (the \(s\) of \(\text{with } v s\)) type-check at both its normal priority and the priority ceiling of the mutex \(v\), as the critical section may run at either or both of these priorities. In Figure 6, this means that the consumer code is ill-typed because the critical section cannot check at \texttt{High} due to the \texttt{wait(cv)}. (The code could be made type-correct by changing the priority of \texttt{cv} to \texttt{High}.) In summary, we add two restrictions to the list (in addition to the restrictions above for condition variables):

(6) Any critical section for a mutex at priority \(\rho\) must run at a priority less than or equal to \(\rho\) (i.e., \(\rho\) is the priority ceiling of the mutex).

(7) Any critical section for a mutex at priority \(\rho\) must type check at both its own priority and \(\rho\).

### 3 TYPE SYSTEM FOR RESPONSIVENESS

In this section, we formalize the ideas of Section 2 by presenting a core calculus \(\lambda_s^4\) with threading, condition variables and mutexes.

#### 3.1 Syntax

Figure 7 presents the syntax of \(\lambda_s^4\). Priorities \(\rho\) are drawn from a totally ordered set \(R\) with total order \(\leq\). Both the set and the order are fixed for the duration of the program but may be arbitrary. We use metavariables \(a, b, c, \) and variants to denote threads. Each condition variable and mutex has a unique such name which we will use in the semantics to track acquisition, signaling, etc. We use \(\alpha\) and variants as the names of condition variables, \(\beta\) for mutexes and \(\eta\) for either a condition variable or a mutex. Base types are \texttt{unit} and natural numbers. We also have the type \(\tau \text{ref}\) of mutable references to values of type \(\tau\). There are also types for handles to condition variables and mutexes. Both types indicate the priority of the handle (for mutexes, this is the priority of the mutex; condition variables may have several handles at different priorities). The type of condition variable handles also contains the name of the condition variable with which the handle is associated.

The rest of the language is in three levels: values \(v\), instructions \(i\) and statements \(s\). Values consist of variables as well as other expressions that do not evaluate: the unit value; natural numbers; and handles to condition variables, mutexes, and references. Instructions are in “2/3-cps” form: they contain only values as subcomponents, simplifying the presentation of the semantics. Complex expressions can be built by let-binding intermediate results, so this causes no loss of generality. Instructions perform a single operation on values and return a new value. The instruction \(\text{spawn}[\rho](s)\) spawns a new thread at priority \(\rho\) to run the statement \(s\). Instructions for manipulating global state are \(\text{ref}[\tau] v\) which creates a new reference of type \(\tau\), initialized to \(v\); \(!v\), which gets the value of the reference \(v\); and \(v_1 := v_2\) which assigns \(v_2\) to the reference \(v_1\). The instruction \(\text{newcv}[\rho]\) creates a new condition variable and returns a handle to it at priority \(\rho\); this handle can then be used to wait, signal, or promote the condition variable.

We now present the type system for \( \lambda^d \), which, together with the dynamic priority ceiling mechanism for mutexes, statically ensures that programs are free of priority inversions. The typing judgment for values is of the form \( \Gamma \vdash^R \gamma : \tau \). The judgment has two parameters: \( R \) is the totally ordered set of priorities. The signature \( \Sigma \) maps reference cells to the types they contain (these entries will be written \( \sim \)), and mutexes and condition variables to their priorities (\( \alpha @ \rho \) and \( \beta @ \rho \)). There will be at most one entry in a signature for each reference cell and mutex. Condition variables, however, can appear in a signature multiple times with multiple priorities, allowing different handles to the condition variable to have different priorities. The context \( \Gamma \), as usual, maps variables to types. The rules for the judgment are straightforward and are omitted for space reasons.

### 3.2 Static Semantics

We now present the type system for \( \lambda^d \), which, together with the dynamic priority ceiling mechanism for mutexes, statically ensures that programs are free of priority inversions. The typing judgment for values is of the form \( \Gamma \vdash^R \gamma : \tau \). The judgment has two parameters: \( R \) is the totally ordered set of priorities. The signature \( \Sigma \) maps reference cells to the types they contain (these entries will be written \( \sim \)), and mutexes and condition variables to their priorities (\( \alpha @ \rho \) and \( \beta @ \rho \)). There will be at most one entry in a signature for each reference cell and mutex. Condition variables, however, can appear in a signature multiple times with multiple priorities, allowing different handles to the condition variable to have different priorities. The context \( \Gamma \), as usual, maps variables to types. The rules for the judgment are straightforward and are omitted for space reasons.
The typing judgment for instructions, $\Gamma; \Psi \vdash R \sum i \triangleright \tau @ \rho \vdash \Psi'$ is more complex. It uses $R$, $\Sigma$, and $\Gamma$ as before. The typing of instructions and statements, unlike values, depends on the priority at which the instruction is run; this priority is indicated as $\rho$ in the judgment. The judgment also tracks ownership of condition variables which, as motivated in Section 2, can be in one of three states: None, Shared, and Owned. The mapping $\Psi$ maps pairs of condition variable names and priorities to a "permission" level, written $\Psi(\alpha, \rho) = \pi \in \{\text{None}, \text{Shared}, \text{Owned}\}$. Instructions may produce and consume permissions, so the judgment contains the mapping before ($\Psi$) and after ($\Psi'$) the instruction. Finally, the judgment indicates that the instruction produces a value of type $\tau$.

In the Spawn rule, $\Psi', \Psi$ means that permissions are split between $\Psi'$ and $\Psi$. To split permission levels, we define the judgment $\pi_1 \rightarrow \pi_2 \otimes \pi_3$, defined in in Figure 10, which indicates that the permission in $\pi_1$ is split between $\pi_2$ and $\pi_3$. Formally, if $\Psi'' = \Psi'$, $\Psi$, then for all $\alpha$ and $\rho$, $\Psi''(\alpha, \rho) \rightarrow \Psi'(\alpha, \rho) \otimes \Psi(\alpha, \rho)$. The current thread keeps $\Psi'$ and $\Psi$ is passed to the new thread. The second premise requires that if $\Psi$ shares or owns a condition variable $\alpha$ at any priority, the spawning thread shares or owns it at its own priority. This enforces restriction 3 of the list in Section 2.

We omit the rules for operations on references, which do not interact with priorities or permissions. The Wait operation requires that the subexpression have the type of a handle at priority $\rho'$ to the condition variable $\alpha$. As motivated earlier (restriction 1), waiting requires that the priority of the current thread is lower than the priority of the handle. Waiting does not require any ownership of the condition variable. The Signal rule requires that the current thread own or share the CV $\alpha$ (restriction 2). Recall that signaling also requires that the thread’s priority be greater than or equal to that of the condition variable, but requiring non-none permission already ensures this, as there is no permission at lower priorities (restriction 4).

The Promote rule gets the CV name and priority from the type of the CV handle, and checks that the current priority of the handle is lower than $\rho_2$, the priority to which it is being promoted. As motivated earlier (restriction 5), promotion requires Owned permission at all priorities not greater than $\rho_2$; this is checked by the third premise. The remaining premises define $\Psi'$, the returned permission mapping. Permission for $\alpha$ at all priorities not greater than $\rho_2$ is removed (to preserve restriction 4), otherwise permissions are preserved. Finally, NewCV creates a new condition variable name for the returned handle and returns a new context $\Psi'$ with ownership of the new condition variable initialized to Owned or None at appropriate priorities.

The judgment for statements is $\Gamma; \Psi \vdash R \sum s @ \rho \vdash \Psi'$, and is largely the same as that of instructions except that statements do not return a value. The only rule that directly interacts with priorities is WithLock. This rule ensures that the critical section is well-typed at both the thread’s current priority and the priority ceiling of the mutex (because the critical section may be raised to this priority at runtime): this corresponds to restriction 7 of Section 2. Regardless of priority, the critical section must be typable with the same contexts $\Psi$ and $\Psi'$, which are threaded through. The final premise enforces restriction 6, that is, that the priority of the current thread is less than or equal to the mutex’s priority ceiling. The remaining rules thread priority and ownership through substatements. The Let rule also adds the bound variable $x$ to the context with its appropriate type when typing the statement $s$. Note that in If, both branches must have the same input and output permissions. The permissions for the body of a while loop must be invariant, as enforced.

Fig. 10. Rules for splitting permission levels.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Owned</th>
<th>Owned $\otimes$ None</th>
<th>Owned $\rightarrow$ None $\otimes$ Owned</th>
<th>Owned $\rightarrow$ Shared $\otimes$ Shared</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shared $\rightarrow$ None $\otimes$ Shared</td>
<td>Shared $\rightarrow$ Shared $\otimes$ None</td>
<td>Shared $\rightarrow$ Shared $\otimes$ Shared</td>
<td>None $\rightarrow$ None $\otimes$ None</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
by the **WHILE** rule; this is, however, fairly permissive due to our coarse-grained permissions. For example, **Shared** permissions can be split arbitrarily within a loop as long as they remain **Shared**.

### 3.3 Extensions

Below, we discuss two synchronization operations that are not currently modeled in $\lambda^4$ but could be added without difficulty. We have excluded them thus far in the interest of keeping the semantics and proofs as simple as possible and focusing on the key points.

**Trylock.** In many implementations of mutex-based synchronization, `trylock` is a nonblocking construct that attempts to acquire a mutex; if the mutex is already locked, `trylock` returns immediately with a return value or error code indicating that it failed to acquire the mutex. We could model a variant of `with` that does something similar; we can call it `trywith`. In the context of our syntax, on failure, `trywith` would run an alternative statement or set a designated variable to indicate failure. The restrictions on the use of `trywith` would be identical to those for `with`.

**Broadcast.** The `signal` operation wakes up one thread waiting on the CV. Many implementations of CVs also include a `broadcast` primitive that wakes up all waiting threads. This operation would be straightforward to include in $\lambda^4$; its typing restrictions would be identical to those of `signal`. The dynamic semantics rule (analogous to `Signal1`) would add all threads from $W(\alpha)$ back to the thread pool and add sync edges from the current thread to all waiting threads.

### 4 PROOF OUTLINE

In this section, we give an overview of the soundness proof for the type system of Section 3, that is, the proof that a well-typed program is free of priority inversions. The proof has three main parts:

1. First, it is necessary to formalize a model and definition of priority inversions which we will use for the proof. In order to represent priority inversions with condition variables, the model must capture complex dependences between threads, and not simply immediate waits-for relations. We build on prior work [Blelloch and Greiner 1995, 1996] on *cost models* that represent programs as graphs that capture all of the dependences necessary to schedule a program, as well as recent work [Muller et al. 2017, 2018, 2020] that has used variations of these models to define priority inversions.

2. We establish a link between $\lambda^4$ and the cost model described above by formalizing a *cost semantics* which produces a graph in the cost model from a $\lambda^4$ program.

3. We prove, using techniques based on progress and preservation, that a well-typed $\lambda^4$ program yields a cost graph that does not have priority inversions.

The full proof is available in the long version of the paper [Muller et al. 2023].

### 4.1 A Graph Model for Priority Inversions with Mutexes and Condition Variables

In this section, we overview the formalization of priority inversions that we will use to prove the correctness of the type system. Recall from Sections 1 and 2 that the obvious definitions of a priority inversion in terms of priorities of blocking threads fail to capture some situations in which a high-priority thread can wait on a lower-priority thread. Instead, we start from a careful, foundational definition of priority inversions in terms of the impact they have on programs: intuitively, a priority inversion exists if a high-priority thread may be delayed by a low-priority thread when running under a reasonable scheduler; priority inversions are therefore inherently a problem of *cost*. To formalize the above intuition, we use a model based on prior work [Muller et al. 2017, 2018, 2020] which represents parallel programs as *cost graphs*, and establishes results about the efficient schedulability of such programs, provided the graphs are “well-formed”, which corresponds to the absence of priority inversions. We extend the graph model and definition of...
Fig. 11. Several graphs representing the same program with condition variables. Vertices are ordered vertically in order of execution.

well-formedness, and define a priority inversion in a $\lambda^4$ program to be any behavior that leads to an ill-formed graph. This section begins with an overview of cost graph models for parallel programs and related results and definitions, before outlining the definition of our model.

4.1.1 Preliminaries on Graph Models. We model executions of parallel programs using Directed Acyclic Graphs, or DAGs, in which vertices represent units of computation and edges represent the dependences between portions of the program. Edges can represent sequential dependences between instructions in a single thread as well as synchronizations between threads; as in the presentation of $\lambda^4$, we will use names like $a$ to refer to threads: in the graph, this corresponds to the chain of vertices corresponding to instructions in thread $a$. We will refer to edges of the above forms as strong edges, and additionally use weak edges [Muller et al. 2020] to capture happens-before relationships between computations that occur at runtime but are not the result of explicit synchronization. As an example, weak edges were originally used to track happens-before relationships induced by global memory: if the computation $u$ writes a value into memory and that value is read by the computation $u'$, there may be a weak edge $(u, u')$. We use weak edges for a different purpose, which will be described later. We track the priorities of threads in the graph; all of the vertices of a thread are assigned the priority of that thread.

Because $\lambda^4$ allows arbitrary synchronization, it is possible for programs to contain deadlocks, where two or more threads depend on each other in a cyclic fashion; such a condition will manifest as a cycle in the dependence graph. However, because little of interest can be said about the running time of programs with deadlocks, our results will focus on non-deadlocking programs, whose graphs are acyclic. If a program is not known to be deadlock-free, the restrictions imposed by our type system are the same, and a program without priority inversions will be accepted by the type system. The guarantee we prove, however, would be a conditional one: the program can be efficiently scheduled assuming the run of the program does not deadlock. To be guaranteed efficient execution, our type system could be combined with static or dynamic deadlock detection, which is outside the scope of this paper. We now describe, at a high level, how we use the graph representation described above to represent programs with mutexes and condition variables.

4.1.2 Graph Models for Mutexes and Condition Variables. Because $\lambda^4$ programs synchronize using first-class data, rather than control flow, it is not possible to represent a given piece of code using one definite graph. Instead, a graph will represent one particular execution of a program and is necessarily dependent on scheduling decisions made at runtime.

This dynamicity can be seen clearly by considering how we would model waiting on, and signaling, a condition variable. Suppose (the instruction represented by) vertex $u$ signals a condition variable, unblocking some thread: let $u'$ represent the vertex in the newly-unblocked thread that becomes ready as a result of the signal. We represent the dependence between the signal and wait operations by adding the edge $(u, u')$ to the graph. At runtime, it is easy to determine what threads
are blocked on a particular condition variable, and we do so when formalizing the operational semantics in the full proof. However, it is not possible in general to determine this statically, because which wait operations have run before a given signal operation depends on the precise runtime interleaving of the threads involved, and can be different from one run of a program to another. As an illustration, Figure 11 shows three possible DAGs that might arise from the program

\begin{verbatim}
CV cv; spawn {wait(cv)}; spawn {wait(cv)}; signal(cv); signal(cv);
\end{verbatim}

The graph representations of programs with mutexes similarly depend on the order in which threads acquire mutexes. If a vertex \( u \) releases a mutex and unblocks vertex \( u' \), this induces an edge \((u, u')\). In addition, we add a weak edge from the vertex that successfully acquires the mutex to \( u' \), indicating the happens-before relation that the successful acquire, necessarily, ran before the unsuccessful thread. Such a DAG is illustrated in Figure 12, where lock indicates the beginning of a critical section and unlock indicates the end of a critical section.

The model can also represent programs in which priority inversions are prevented using dynamic mechanisms such as priority inheritance or priority ceiling; we will present a graph for priority ceiling since that is the mechanism we focus on in this paper, but other mechanisms can be represented in a similar way. Figure 13 represents the same scenario as above but now supposes that the thread that acquires the mutex is running at a priority lower than that of both the second thread and the priority ceiling, so that when lock2 runs, the first thread is promoted to the priority ceiling of the mutex. We represent this by spawning another thread (at the priority ceiling) to complete the first thread’s critical section (represented by unlock2 in the figure). Another weak edge is added from this thread to the (still unsuccessful) thread. When the critical section finishes, control of the first thread returns to the original thread at the original priority, represented by a sync edge from the release (unlock1) operation to the next operation in the original thread.

### 4.1.3 Well-formedness and Response Time

We now turn our attention to defining priority inversions in the extended cost model for synchronization with mutexes and condition variables.

Given a set of processors and a series of time steps, a schedule of a DAG is an assignment of vertices to processors at each time step respecting the dependences; this corresponds to executing the program represented by the DAG on a parallel machine. We wish to find a schedule of a DAG that minimizes the response time of a particular thread, which we define to be the number of steps (inclusive) from when the first vertex of the thread is spawned to when the last vertex is executed. Results such as Brent’s Theorem [Brent 1974] give approximately-optimal bounds for schedules meeting certain requirements. The requirement we will use is that the schedule is prompt [Muller et al. 2017, 2018]. At any time step, a prompt schedule first assigns all ready nodes at the highest priority, then the next highest and so on. Processors are only left idle if no ready vertices remain.
Prompt schedules guarantee upper bounds on response times of threads for DAGs that are well-formed [Muller et al. 2018, 2020]. Intuitively, a DAG is well-formed if lower-priority work does not fall on the critical path of higher-priority threads. This corresponds to the absence of priority inversions, and means that programs without priority inversions can be efficiently scheduled.

In the presence of weak edges, it is possible for lower-priority work that does not actually fall on the critical path (because of happens-before relations) to appear to fall on the critical path. As an example, in Figure 12, the vertex Lock1 appears to be on the critical path of the right thread: it is an ancestor of Unlock2 (the last vertex of the right thread) and not an ancestor of Lock2 (the first vertex of the right thread). However, Lock2 will never have to wait for Lock1 to complete (which is, for all practical purposes, the definition of "being on the critical path") because the weak edge indicates that Lock1 has already completed when Lock2 becomes ready. We thus extend the definition of well-formedness to require that any synchronization edge that results from thread a waiting on a lock held by thread b is preceded by a weak edge indicating that thread b acquired the lock before thread a attempted to acquire it. We then use a technique called strengthening [Muller et al. 2020], which converts weak edges to strong edges while maintaining a conservative approximation of the same dependences with respect to a thread a. In our bound, the computations that might delay a thread a are those on the critical path of a in the strengthened graph.

The strengthening effectively encodes, using strong edges, the worst case allowed by the weak edges. As an example, in the DAG in Figure 14, the worst case is that the left thread does not run s until after the right thread attempts to lock the mutex (vertex Lock2). We encode this with a strong edge from Lock2 to s on the left thread. Figure 14 shows the strengthening of the graph in Figure 12. Using our new definitions of well-formedness and strengthening, we prove the following:

**Theorem 4.1.** Let g be a well-formed graph and a be a thread in the graph. For any prompt schedule of g that respects both weak and strong edges, the response time of a can be bounded by quantities that depend only on work at priorities higher than that of a.

### 4.2 Cost Semantics

The next phase of the proof is to develop a dynamic semantics for λ^T that evaluates a program and, at the same time, produces a cost graph that represents the parallel execution. The semantics operates over collections of ready threads, μ, called thread pools. A configuration μ; σ; W; L represents a snapshot of a running program. It includes a thread pool as well as a memory σ, which maps references to their contents. The configuration contains two additional components: W is a mapping from mutexes and condition variables to threads waiting on the mutex or CV, and L is a mapping from mutexes to either the thread currently holding the mutex or ⊥ indicating the mutex is unlocked. The dynamic semantics judgment is μ; σ; W; L | g ⇒ μ'; σ'; W'; L' | g', indicating that the configuration steps and and if the DAG is g before the step, it is g' after.

The dynamic semantics tracks information that would be available to the runtime scheduler, namely what threads are waiting on condition variables and mutexes, and what threads hold which mutexes. As the program executes, the semantics records dependency relations between threads, including both spawns and synchronizations, in the graph g. Note that all of the information in g is necessary to expose complex priority inversions involving condition variables. Consider the example of the Introduction, in which high-priority thread B is waiting for low-priority thread A to spawn thread C, which will eventually signal a condition variable. The existence of this priority inversion cannot be seen solely using information collected in W, as it depends on 1) a thread waiting on a CV, 2) an inter-thread dependence resulting from a spawn, and 3) a thread signaling a CV. All of this information is collected in the cost graph, but only 1) is collected in W.
The operational semantics models the dynamic priority ceiling protocol by raising the priority of the thread that holds a lock if a higher-priority thread attempts to acquire it. This change of priority is reflected in the graph using the mechanisms described in the previous subsection.

4.3 Correctness Proof

We prove that a graph produced by an execution of a well-typed $\lambda_4$ program is well-formed, meaning that it contains no priority inversions (that are not handled by dynamic priority ceiling). The essence of the proof is a type preservation proof; in addition to stating that a well-typed program remains well-typed under a step of the operational semantics, the theorem also states that a well-formed graph remains well-formed. We also ensure that a stronger set of invariants are preserved throughout execution, which are necessary to prove that well-formedness is preserved on certain transitions. Some of the key invariants are:

- Weak edges are present from threads that hold locks to threads waiting for the lock; this is required for the definition of well-formedness.
- High-priority threads do not receive low-priority vertices on their critical paths due to sync edges; we enforce this by stating that such vertices have no permission for CVs which would be required in order to signal them.
- Every thread waiting on a mutex must have a priority less than both the ceiling and the thread currently holding the lock (i.e., annotated priority ceilings are correct).
- No threads are waiting for an unlocked lock.
- Any threads waiting on a CV have a lower priority than the CV’s handle.

The preservation theorem is stated roughly as follows:

**Theorem 4.2.** Suppose $\mu; \sigma; W; L \mid g$ meets the invariants above, including well-typedness and well-formedness. If $\mu; \sigma; W; L \mid g \Rightarrow \mu'; \sigma'; W'; L' \mid g'$ then $\mu'; \sigma'; W'; L' \mid g'$ meets the invariants.

We also prove a fairly standard Progress result stating that if a configuration meets the invariants, then every non-blocked thread can take a step according to the dynamic semantics. The full cost semantics and proof details are available in the full version of the paper [Muller et al. 2023].

5 IMPLEMENTATIONS AND CASE STUDIES

This section describes our Rust and C++ implementations of the type system rules and the corresponding case studies we conducted to evaluate the usability of our type system rules. Both implementations expose a library with the ability to spawn threads at various priorities and perform synchronization, and both statically enforce versions of the restrictions on synchronization primitives discussed in Section 2. We have conducted case studies using three application benchmarks, two developed from scratch and one real-world interactive application, the Memcached object caching server [Mem 2009] (v1.5.13), which we ported to use our C++ type system. We discuss the Rust implementation first, followed by the C++ implementation, focusing on where it differs from the Rust one, and then the case studies illustrating our experience working the type systems.

5.1 Rust Implementation

The Rust implementation focuses on restricting the use of CVs using Rust’s rich type system, which includes notions of ownership and affinity; it does not enforce the restrictions on mutexes. Our library provides wrappers for threading and CV operations and checks the relevant restrictions on priorities and ownership before invoking equivalent operations of the standard Rust threading library. The full library consists of 551 lines of code.\(^7\)

\(^7\)LoC figures are measured by `tokei`.
Fig. 15. A skeleton of the ill-typed producer-consumer example in Rust, and the resulting error message.

To encode the seven restrictions of Section 2, our library needs to represent priorities and ownership. Priorities are represented as types that implement the trait `Priority`. Priorities are simply markers that are never instantiated; they are used only as type parameters for other generic constructs. Another trait, `Ge` (greater-or-equal), is used to establish a type-level partial ordering between these types. The priority of a thread is indicated with a `Token` type, parameterized over a priority. Each thread has a token, and some library functions require a reference to a token as proof of the current thread’s priority. The `Token` type is defined such that safe code cannot access another thread’s token, and a new token can only be created by spawning a thread to go with it.

The library also defines types for each ownership level (`Owned`, `Shared`, and `NoAccess`) with the `Ownership` trait. These ownership levels should not be confused with the ownership features of Rust’s type system itself (which they resemble); these types make ownership explicit in the type of the CV. Each CV, of type `Condvar`, is parameterized with its priority level, as well as one of these Ownership levels for each priority. This gives rise to the limitation that the number of priorities must be fixed by the library; for our examples, three (`Low`, `Medium`, and `High`) are sufficient. We define a `split` method that, using Rust’s affine-by-default type system, ensures each of the three ownership priorities follows the appropriate rules (e.g., `Owned` status implies that no other “handle” to this CV has `Owned` or `Shared` access at that same priority). Rust’s affine type system also ensures that the CV handle returned by these operations is used in the future and others (e.g., old handles that have been split) are invalid. The priority and ownership(s) of a CV allow us to enforce the appropriate restrictions on uses of CVs. An important aspect of enforcing these restrictions is that sharing of `Condvars` across threads must be restricted. We implement this using another trait, `PrioSend`, and various functions that allow for passing CVs across threads in safe ways.

As an example, Figure 15 shows simplified Rust code for the ill-typed producer-consumer example of Figure 3 (only the body of the main function is shown; the code of the producer and consumer threads have been stripped to include only the signal and wait). The main thread is initialized with a token `token` of type `token<Low>`. On line 1, we use this token to create a CV and immediately promote it to priority `High`. Rust is able to infer the type `CV<High, NoAccess, NoAccess, Owned>` for `cv`, indicating a High-priority CV owned at priority `High` with no ownership at `Low` or `Medium`, as required by restriction 4. On line 2, we split the CV into two handles to be passed to the two threads. The `hollow_split` method gives one of these handles, `cv_to_c`, no ownership. We then pass this CV to the consumer thread (at priority `High` as indicated by the type of its token), which waits on it. The other CV handle is passed (on lines 5-6) to the producer thread, also at priority `High`, which signals it using the `notify_one` method. This spawn should be ill-typed by restriction 3 because the main thread has no ownership at priority `Low`, and indeed, when the code is compiled, line 5 triggers the error shown at the bottom of the figure.

Discrepancies and Limitations. Our Rust implementation diverges in small ways from the type system discussed in Section 3. First, the Rust library is limited to a fixed number of priorities.
In addition, ownership is explicit in the type of the CV (although Rust is able to infer some of these types automatically) and the programmer must manually invoke methods to appropriately split and transfer ownership. Finally, it is possible to use unsafe code to sidestep the thread safety mechanisms used to enforce some of the library’s restrictions.

5.2 C++ Implementation

We also implemented a C++ library (consisting of 1,252 lines of code) that approximates the features and restrictions of \(\lambda^4\), in addition to the features of the Rust library, the C++ implementation also enforces our restrictions on mutexes. The C++ library defines wrappers around threading and synchronization features provided by I-Cilk [Muller et al. 2020; Singer et al. 2020]. The C++ library represents priorities using a strategy drawn from prior work [Muller et al. 2020]: each priority is represented as a class and the relationship between two priorities is captured through class hierarchy via inheritance. Every thread has a priority known at compile time, initialized by invoking a parameterized function via spawn with the appropriate priority type. Similarly, every CV is also initialized with its own priority type and every mutex is initialized with its ceiling priority type. When a thread operates on a mutex or CV, the type system checks for priority inversions according to the restrictions discussed in Section 2 by using static asserts and is_base_of on the priority types of the thread and the mutex or CV. Because every critical section needs to be type checked with both the priority of the current thread and the priority ceiling of the mutex, we require the programmer to lift any critical section into its own parameterized function so it can be explicitly instantiated with both priority levels.

Encoding the notion of ownership into the type system is more complex, as C++ has a non-affine type system and does not inherently support static ownership checking. Ownerships are represented as enums (none, shared, or owned). When a CV is created, the CV is initialized with a priority and a list of ownership states, one for each priority level used in the program. CVs are implemented with variadic templates that allow different programs to initialize CVs with varying max priorities so, unlike in the Rust library, the number of priorities is not fixed by the library (though it must still be known at compile time). This templated CV serves as a wrapper, henceforth referred to as the wrapper_CV, with the appropriate priority and ownership types.

As in Rust, we define explicit ownership-changing operations on wrapper_CVs such as ownership splitting, transferring, and promotion on the CV, and such operations invalidate old wrapper_CVs that represent previous ownership levels. Doing so is a major challenge of the C++ implementation, as it is not automatically enforced as in Rust. Change of ownership types is achieved by statically invalidating the original wrapper_CV variable in the current lexical scope of thread \(a\) and creating a new wrapper_CV variable associated with the same underlying CV to be used after the spawn statement. To invalidate the original wrapper_CV variable, we utilize a compile-time counter counter that can be incremented at compile time. The counter comes with an increment method next that evaluates to an integer literal at compile time, and the value is incremented by one each time next is encountered in the current translation unit.

We use these compile-time counters as “poison flags” to indicate the validity of a given wrapper_CV variable. Whenever a new wrapper_CV variable is introduced (whether via explicit declaration by the programmer or via ownership-changing macros), a corresponding local variable of type counter associated with the wrapper_CV is also introduced in the same lexical scope. The counter starts out with value 0, indicating a valid wrapper_CV. When any ownership-changing macro is invoked that invalidates the wrapper_CV, the macro also invokes next on the counter, bringing its value to 1, indicating an invalid wrapper_CV. Any operations on the wrapper_CV—signaling or invoking ownership-changing macros—use static assert to ensure that the wrapper_CV is still valid and to perform the necessary checks discussed in Section 2.
Discrepancies and Limitations. Many of the discrepancies between $\lambda_4$ and the Rust implementation (e.g., explicit ownership changes), are also present in the C++ implementation. In addition, in $\lambda_4$, if statements may alter the ownership map provided that both the conditional and else branches alter it the same way (if in Section 3 Figure 9), whereas in C++ the programmer must explicitly invoke the ownership-changing macros before the if statement if the branches require ownership change. This is because we have no good ways to check whether the two branches alter the ownership map in the same way otherwise.

To enforce typing rules, we provide additional facilities and impose certain programming restrictions. First, to ensure a CV is passed with an ownership transfer, operations invoked on the wrapper_CV perform name mangling. Thus, the programmer must use the appropriate macros to transfer ownership when spawning a thread with a CV and invoke a macro upon function entry to enable the use of the CV. Without either operation, the code will fail to compile. Second, to allow for a CV to be split within a loop, the library provides an alternate macro for splitting that does not invalidate the input wrapper_CV and asserts that the split does not change the ownership of the input. Finally, to ensure that the if-else and looping constructs interact with CVs appropriately, the library requires the programmer to use specialized constructs provided. These specialized constructs ensure that no CVs with scope beyond that of the construct’s body are invalidated within the constructs, meaning no changes to the ownership permission levels. The library macro-defines away ordinary C++ if / looping constructs so that the compiler outputs an error if ordinary C++ constructs are used in a translation unit that uses CVs. Lastly, as in prior work [Muller et al. 2020], the programmer should not use unsafe type casts to modify priorities or ownership.

5.3 Application Case Studies

To evaluate the usability of our type systems, we developed a chat server in Rust (356 lines of code) and an email client in C++ (1,252 lines of code), and we ported the Memcached server, a large interactive application (20,100 lines of C code) to use our C++ type system. We describe each application in turn and discuss our experience.

Chat Server in Rust. Our simple multi-user chat server utilizes a tiered set of threads. Threads at one priority handle each connected user’s TCP stream, and accept and handle new users. Threads at a lower priority write recent messages to the channel’s metadata. Each channel is associated with a CV that is signaled whenever a new message arrives from any connected client. A new thread is spawned for each connected user, which takes in the TCP stream and the CV. Each of these threads acts as both a producer and consumer, both sending messages from the connected user and routinely waiting on the CV for new messages from other connected clients.

Email Client in C++. Using our C++ implementation, we implemented a multi-user shared email server based on prior work [Muller et al. 2020]. The server utilizes 5 priority levels. At the highest priority, the server accepts new client connections (one thread per connection), listens to requests from connected clients, and spawns off other types of threads to perform requests received: send threads process requests to send emails (highest priority); sort threads handle requests for sorting emails (2nd highest); and compress threads compress emails and print threads handle requests to print emails (3rd highest). There is also a dequeue thread that dequeues compression tasks that arise from sending emails and generates threads to perform the compressions (4th highest). The main thread, which performs setup and tear-down tasks, is at the lowest priority.

The interesting interaction is how compress threads are generated. Two different kinds of threads interact in a multi-producer/single consumer model: the (multiple) send threads act as producers, and the dequeue thread acts as the consumer. Since the number of send threads is not known at compile time (it depends on the number of send requests), we utilize the alternative splitting macro (that does not invalidate the input) within a loop to split off CV signal permissions as we spawn off
each send thread. When a send thread pushes the number of emails in an inbox over a threshold of uncompressed messages, it enqueues information on what to compress and signals the dequeue thread to wake up and generate a compress thread.

The Memcached Object Cache Server in C. The Memcached object caching server [Mem2009] acts as a distributed in-memory cache. It is a key-value store, with the core purpose of maintaining a hash table of objects that can be updated or retrieved by clients. Memcached is written in C, and uses pthreads and I/O multiplexing to handle many clients.

The main thread in Memcached performs most of the setup code and spawns off other long-running threads, such as a resize thread that resizes the hash table when necessary, an LRU maintenance thread that maintains the (approximately) least-recently-used (LRU) ordering of items in buckets in the hash table, an LRU crawler thread that frees up items that have gone “cold” in the cache, a slab maintainer thread for balancing free memory between different size classes of Memcached’s internal memory pool, and a logger thread that aggregates and logs messages and statistics from the other threads.

We split the application into three different priority levels — whenever the actual resizing occurs, it is done as a high-priority task (spawned off by the resizing thread); on the other hand, any logging related activities are done as low-priority tasks. Activities relating to handling client requests, maintaining LRUs of the cache, and memory pool management, are done as medium-priority tasks. This is convenient, as these tasks perform signaling and waiting on condition variables within critical sections of common locks.\(^8\) We chose to keep the single medium priority, as all the tasks at this priority are inter-dependent (e.g., a client request may run out of memory if the slab thread runs at a lower priority or if the LRU crawler thread does not free the memory in time). If we desired more fine-grained priority levels, we could have changed the priority levels of certain critical sections and potentially promoted CVs from lower to higher priorities at more places.

Porting the Memcached server required modifying about 11,400 lines of memcached code, or about 57%. The work was completed by one graduate student, who was also designing and maintaining the C++ implementation of the type system. Including time to adapt and extend the C++ library implementation, the conversion required around 80 person-hours. Many of the tasks involved in the conversion were mechanical changes, including converting code from C to C++, as well as mechanical changes required by our library (e.g. converting functions to commands, converting if statements), and could have been significantly sped up by a refactoring tool. We estimate that the conversion itself would take less than 40 person-hours without a refactoring tool, and on the order of 8 to 16 person-hours with a refactoring tool.

**Discussion.** Being able to type check the Memcached server using our C++ type system gives us some confidence that our typing rules are not overly restrictive. For the most part, incorporating the priority annotations as we developed the applications from scratch (i.e., the chat server and the email client) was fairly straightforward. Compilation errors that we encountered due to mishandling of types (e.g., forgetting to use the right split function at the necessary code point when transferring ownerships of CVs) are easily fixed and, indeed, helped determine correct priorities for the threads. As an example, the initial design of the Rust chat server had the threads handling connected users at a higher priority than those handling new users, but this design had a subtle priority inversion, which was caught by the static restrictions.

The process of converting the Memcached server was less straightforward, as the code base is quite mature and uses coding patterns that do not work as naturally with the way we encoded the typing rules. For instance, the lock-acquire and lock-release operations are not always well-nested (e.g., the lock is acquired in one function and released in a different one), which required us to

---

\(^8\)As explained in Section 2, threads acquiring the same lock must have the same priority level to avoid priority inversions.
refactor the code so that we can lift the critical section into its own parameterized function. Another example is the use of CVs involving control constructs (i.e., if-else and loops). While transforming code to use the specialized macros for these constructs is quite mechanical and straightforward, it can be error-prone if there are multiple levels of nesting of such constructs (as occurs in Memcached). If we were to write the code from scratch, we would have rewritten the control flow to avoid complex nesting of control constructs.

The implementations and case studies also provided evidence that our system is usable and is not overly complex. None of the implementors are experts in the theory of type systems. The implementation of the Rust library was performed by an advanced undergraduate who was not involved in the design of the type system, after reading the presentation in Section 2 and one or two discussion meetings with the first author. The implementation of the Rust chat server was performed by a different advanced undergraduate, who was not involved in the design or implementation of the type system, with similar preparation.

6 RELATED WORK

Cooperative and Competitive Threading. Work on cooperative threading, in which threads cooperate to complete a (computational) task dates back to the late 1970s with systems such as Id [Arvind and Gostelow 1978] and Multilisp [Halstead 1985, 1984]. Since then, it has been studied in the context of many languages, including parallel dialects of ML [Arora et al. 2021; Fluet et al. 2011, 2007; Raghunathan et al. 2016; Westrick et al. 2020], Haskell [Chakravarty et al. 2007; Peyton Jones et al. 2008], and Java [Charles et al. 2005; Imam and Sarkar 2014]. Competitive threading, or concurrency, in which threads are used to improve a program’s responsiveness, latency, or compositionality, has been the subject of research and practice for decades, as have the problems of scheduling and synchronization that result. The body of related research in this area is too large to review in detail, but we refer the interested reader to the summary by Silberschatz et al. [2005].

Prior work by some of the authors [Muller et al. 2017, 2018] observed that adding provable responsiveness guarantees to cooperative threading requires adding language constructs to prioritize interactive threads, and careful control to avoid priority inversions. This work was later extended to handle fairness [Muller et al. 2019] as well as mutable state [Muller et al. 2020].


The cost semantics of this paper builds most directly on our recent model for parallel programs with mutable state [Muller et al. 2020]. That work introduced weak edges to represent happens-before dependencies induced by writes and reads to memory, and strengthening to convert weak edges to more standard dependency edges in calculating the work and span. Given these definitions, we were able to show a scheduling bound (including both throughput and response time for interactive programs) in the style of Brent, assuming graphs are well-formed, that is, lack priority inversions, which they enforce statically. In this paper, we use weak edges to represent happens-before relations induced by contention on mutexes, and use a combination of static and dynamic techniques to avoid priority inversions. Our soundness result builds on and generalizes these theorems in several ways. In addition, our extensions model changing priorities at runtime (to implement the priority ceiling protocol), which is not handled by prior work on responsive parallelism.

Priority Inversions. Priority inversions have been studied since the 1980s in a variety of languages and systems (e.g., [Cornhill and Sha 1987; Lampson and Redell 1980]), and a number of solutions have been proposed, including priority inheritance and priority ceiling [Sha et al. 1990]; we
implement the latter because it often results in fewer priority promotions than priority inheritance and is simpler to reason about, though it requires foreknowledge of each mutex’s priority ceiling.

The problem of priority inversion control with condition variables is much less well-studied. As discussed in Sections 1 and 2, standard dynamic priority inheritance techniques are not sufficient to avoid priority inversions in programs with CVs. This problem was observed by Cucinotta [2013], who proposes allowing programmers to specify such dependencies between tasks, so that the runtime scheduler can perform priority inheritance as necessary. We discover these dependencies automatically using our type system rather than requiring programmers to specify them, and rule out resulting priority inversions at compile time. To the best of our knowledge, this paper presents the first type system for avoiding priority inversions in programs using mutexes and CVs.

Babaoğlu et al. [1993] present an elegant graph-based formalization of priority inversions and techniques for avoiding them, which is in some ways similar to the graph-based model used in this paper. However, their formulation is based on snapshots of threads blocking on each other during execution and would not suffice to represent complex priority inversions involving the spawn histories of threads, such as the one that arises in the code of Figure 3.

Ownership and Permissions. Our typing restrictions for condition variables heavily rely on a notion of ownership. Ownership has been used in a number of systems, often to prevent data races in concurrent programming or to enable safe memory management. A number of mechanisms for tracking ownership and related properties have arisen, largely derived from linear logic [Girard 1987; Reynolds 1974]. These include capabilities (e.g., [Ahmed et al. 2007; Crary et al. 1999]) and alias types [Smith et al. 2000], and have been incorporated into languages such as Cyclone [Grossman et al. 2002] and Rust (thus inspiring our Rust implementation). We are most closely inspired by fractional permissions [Boyland 2003], although we use a fairly common relaxation of fractional permissions (e.g., [Heule et al. 2011; Naden et al. 2012]) which is less restrictive.

In the language $L^3$, Ahmed et al. [2007] used capabilities in a type system to allow strong updates, which change the type of a memory cell (ownership is required for strong updates because changing the type will invalidate other references to the cell). Our promote operation may be seen as a kind of strong update, as it changes the priority of a condition variable handle, which in turn changes its type, and the restrictions on promotion were loosely based on those of $L^3$. Promotions differ from strong updates, however, in that they do not invalidate all other handles to the condition variable; other threads may still use a handle to signal at a higher priority or wait at a lower priority. We allow this using fractional permissions, which are not considered in $L^3$.

7 CONCLUSION

We have presented $\lambda^4$, a calculus for responsive parallel programming with mutexes and condition variables. The type system of $\lambda^4$ statically prevents priority inversions which might arise from the use of CVs, and guarantees that the graphs produced by $\lambda^4$’s cost semantics obey strong scheduling bounds which preclude priority inversions. The type system can be approximately encoded in Rust and C++, and these encodings can be used to write substantial programs. An exciting direction of future research would be to develop a compiler to support the typing restrictions directly; such a custom compiler could track ownership of CVs with less or no programmer intervention, and could discover priorities of CVs and priority ceilings of mutexes automatically through type inference.
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